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This policy is derived from the Fundraising Policy and guidance from the fundraising regulator. We 
have adopted the Code of Fundraising Practice to inform our operating procedures and these 
should be referred to before fundraising activity is undertaken. https://www.fundraisingregulator.org.uk/code 

The procedure outlines the procedures to be followed for each type of fundraising activity. 

Coordination of fundraising activities will be overseen by the Director of Strategic Planning. 

 
The purpose of fundraising 

In all cases, the purpose of raising money must be made clear in publicity and correspondence. 
Where funds are being raised for a specific purpose which has a set target, it must be made 
clear that any funds received on top of this target will be used for the general purposes of the 
charity. It must also be made clear that if the target is not achieved, the funds will be used for 
general purposes. 

Who we fundraise for 

This operating policy is ostensibly designed for raising funds for YMCA Fairthorne Group. 
However, it is recognised that branches will occasionally choose to raise money for other 
charities such as Children in Need. While this is not restricted, we would not expect more than 
two or three branch led fundraising activities in a year to be undertaken for other charities. 
When raising money for other charities, you must ensure that 100% of the funds raised are paid 
to the charity, and that you follow that charity’s fundraising policies. 

Individual staff also choose to raise money for charities of their choosing. These staff should 
follow the fundraising policies of the charities they are fundraising for. 

Regardless of who we are fundraising for, staff and volunteers representing YMCA must at all 
times act within the YMCA Way. 

 
Cash collections in public, private and YMCA premises (eg collection tins) 

• A licence is required if the collection is in public. It is the responsibility of the local YMCA 
manager to obtain this licence from their local authority. 

• A licence is not normally required if the collection is on private or YMCA premises, but 
local authorities can apply additional rules which mean a licence might be required. It is 
the responsibility of the local YMCA manager to check local authority licence 
requirements for public collections and ensure licences are in place where needed. For 
the avoidance of doubt, a licence should be sought if it cannot be fully ascertained that 
one is not needed. 

• Cash must be placed in a correctly labeled and sealed container specifically designed 
for collecting cash donations for charities. If cash is given to a member of staff or 
volunteer without a container, they must ensure they place it in such a container or bank 
it immediately. 
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• Only sealable professional-standard collection tins, boxes or buckets purchased from 
reputable suppliers and which are approved for use by a member of the fundraising or 
marketing team will be used. All collection containers must be sealed before any 
collection and returned to YMCA FG with the seal unbroken. The containers must be 
clearly labelled with YMCA FG, what the funds will be used for, campaign name (if 
applicable) and contact details. YMCA FG’s charity registration number must be on the 
label and it is our policy that the fundraising regulator logo must also be present. 

• Labels for collection containers should be commissioned from the fundraising team to 
ensure compliance with regulations and Code of Practice. 

• Collection containers must not be shaken to gain attention and collectors must stand at 
least 25 metres apart from each other. 

• Containers must be numbered and allocated to specific collectors to sign out and back 
in, and checked each time to ensure label is intact. 

• Any staff or volunteer involved in collections must wear a YMCA FG ID name badge. 

• Any collection based at a YMCA FG site must be placed in a safe if not being banked 
immediately. 

• Any collection container which is on display at a YMCA site (eg on a reception desk) 
must be placed in a safe when the site is closed or area unstaffed. If the container is of a 
design that can be secured in place, it may be possible through a risk assessment to 
leave it in place when the area is unstaffed. However, it must still be placed in a safe 
when the site is closed. 

• Collections will be counted in line with cash handling procedures and never by a single 
individual. If the collection has taken place in a public place a Director must be present 
at opening and counting the cash, along with another senior member of staff or member 
of the fundraising team. 

• Where it is possible to do so, the collector should be present during the count of cash 
and provided with a receipt acknowledging the amount paid. In situations where the 
safety of the cash would be compromised (eg at Street Sleep where there is not a safe 
or banking facility), it is acceptable to delay the count until the container is in a suitable 
environment. 

• Cash counted cannot be used for expenditure – 100% of income must be banked. This 
includes cash stored in a safe. 

• Collections can be placed in third party venues with the landlord’s permission. In these 
circumstance, responsibility for the collection remains with YMCA FG. 

• Children aged under 16 will not be allowed to collect money without adult supervision 

• Children aged under 16 are not allowed to count collected money. 

• When representing YMCA in fundraising you must at all times operate within the YMCA 
Way. Specific requirements to meet the fundraising Code of Practice are that you must 
be polite, courteous and ensure your appearance and/or behaviour does not bring the 
charity into disrepute. This includes not drinking alcohol or smoking in a visible YMCA 
uniform. 

 

Volunteer-based fundraising 

There are two types of volunteer based fundraising: 

1) Where volunteers deliver fundraising on behalf of YMCA FG, eg helping out at a summer 
event 
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• Volunteers who fundraise for YMCA FG will be subject to the same safeguarding 
procedures as volunteers who deliver services, and will be expected to adhere to 
relevant policies and procedures 

• A fundraising handbook will be produced and training provided. 

2) Where volunteers fundraise independently “in aid of” YMCA FG, eg doing their own 
sponsored activity. This includes corporate sponsors or supporters, volunteers and staff 
who are undertaking fundraising activities on a voluntary basis. 

• Where YMCA FG is made aware of this in advance of fundraising, all fundraising 
standards will apply and YMCA FG should seek to make sure that standards are 
met. YMCA FG also has an obligation to make it clear that any arrangement “in aid 
of” is undertaken independently of YMCA FG and that YMCA FG will not accept any 
responsibility or liability for these events. YMCA FG will request that “in aid of” 
fundraising activities publish such statements within their materials. 

 
Raffles 

There are two types of raffle: 

1) A raffle run on the day of an event is classed as a small lottery and does not have to be 
registered with your local authority. The following conditions must be met: 

• Tickets must only be sold during the event and on the premises where the event is 
taking place. Tickets can be sold over a number of consecutive days if the same 
event is being held over a number of consecutive days 

• Tickets cannot be sold to anyone under the age of 16 

• The announcement of the winners must take place during the event 

• The amount deducted from ticket sales must be no more than £100 in the case of 
costs and £500 in the case of prizes 

• The draw must not roll over  

 

2) Pre-promoted raffles  

If raffle tickets are to be sold before, or independent of, an event, YMCA FG can do so under 
the organisation’s licence. Tickets must not be sold to anyone under the age of 16. Printed 
tickets must be issued which display:  

• The name of the charity, along with the registration number  

• That the lottery is registered with a local authority along with the name and address 
of the local authority 

• The name and address of the promoter 

• The date and place of the draw. 

 

The following applies to all raffles: 

• A record must be kept of who is selling tickets and the ticket numbers they have been 
allocated 

• Monies must be reconciled against the tickets sold and any missing or destroyed tickets 
accounted for 
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• Where alcohol is offered as a prize, it must be wrapped up. Alcohol prizes must not be 
given to anyone under 18, if a ticketholder is under 18 an alternative prize must be 
provided. 

 
Ticket-based event fundraising (eg Murder Mystery dinner) 

• Tickets must be in keeping with YMCA FG marketing guidelines 

• Marketing messages must state that the event is a fundraising event 

• Where a specific amount is to be donated to YMCA FG, tickets must state the 
percentage or proportion of funds that will be donated 

• Ticket holder’s contact details will be collected in order to inform them of the overall total 
which was raised. 

 
Specific campaigns, sponsored YMCA FG events, and crowdfunding 

• Fundraising standards apply in all cases.  

• Crowdfunding will only be done in relation to specific appeals, which must be pre-
approved by the Director of Strategic Planning and overseen by the marketing and/or 
community teams. 

• Only YMCA FG’s own crowdfunding accounts can be used to collect money where an 
appeal is managed by YMCA FG. Participating fundraisers will be asked to link their own 
accounts to the YMCA FG account to ensure the money is collected centrally. Where an 
appeal is managed by an external volunteer, their fundraising messages must make it 
clear that 100% of the funds will be donated to YMCA FG and, where possible, their 
account should be linked to a published campaign on YMCA FG’s accounts. 

• Donor’s contact details must be collected in order to communicate with donors about 
progress of any appeal. If any appeal fails then donors must be informed. 

• Campaign messages will include a statement that funds will be used for the charity’s 
general purposes if the appeal fails. 

• Online fundraising links will be used in marketing materials and YMCA FG’s website 
which are for the charity’s general purposes. 

 

Individual giving 

YMCA FG will seek one-off and regular donations from individuals via marketing activities and 

campaigns. We will employ or engage a dedicated professional to ensure adherence to best 

practice, including: 

• Ensuring we do not take a donation if we know, or have good reason to believe, that a 

person lacks capacity to make a decision to donate or is in vulnerable circumstances 

which mean they may not be able to make an informed decision. If a person is identified 

as so during a process, the process will be stopped. 

• Ensuring direct marketing activities to those with a previous professional connection to 

YMCA FG are checked against our data records to ensure we do not market to those 

who have asked us not to. 

• Ensuring MPS mail preference service is checked before direct marketing for those we 

cannot show any previous professional relationship with. 
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Applications for grants 

• Grant applications made to any organisation, including trusts, foundations and statutory 
agencies, will be written and submitted by an authorised person. Authorisation consists of: 
 
1. Permission from a relevant Director that the application fits with operational plans and 

that the grantmaking body is suitable and appropriate (see ‘Fundraising with Partners’ 
section below). 
 

2. Agreement from the fundraising team to proceed based on whether there are other 
existing or planned applications to the same funds. Where conflict exists the relevant 
Director/s will decide which application should take priority. 
 

• Grant applications must be written in accordance with the guidelines issued by the 
fundraising team. 
 

• Copies of all grant applications must be provided to the fundraising team. 
 

• Monitoring and reporting on grant spending, as well as associated outputs and impacts, is 
the responsibility of the operational manager in charge of delivering the activities the grant is 
for, with administration support from the fundraising team. 
 

SMS, MMS and email 

• Marketing messages will be sent to individual’s mobile phones only where those 
individuals have previously notified the charity that they consent to receiving such 
communications. 

• The registration process for messaging will be clear on all forms of relevant 
documentation and all marketing messages will include procedures for unsubscribing. 

• Any premium rate message cost will be made clear to donors and billing terms 
explained. 

• Where parental/bill payers’ consent is required, YMCA FG will follow the rules set out in 
the Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations 2003. 

• The registration process for messaging will be clear on all forms of relevant 
documentation and all marketing messages will include procedures for unsubscribing. 

 
Gifts in Kind 

• Unless otherwise agreed between donor and the board of Trustees, donors of gifts in 
kind will be issued a letter of acknowledgement as to what was received and stating that 
no value will be assigned to the gift. 
 

Gift Aid 

• YMCA FG will only make a Gift Aid reclaim in respect of a donation if all of the Gift Aid 
conditions are met, including guidance issued by HMRC. 
 

Returning or refusing donations 

Donations can only be refused or returned in the following circumstances: 
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• A failed appeal where funds raised for a particular purpose are insufficient and the work 
is not undertaken, and we have not stated that the funds will otherwise be used for the 
charity’s general purposes. 

• The donation is not in the ‘best interests of the charity’. Under these circumstances the 
decision, including reasons for refusal, will be recorded.  

• A donation is received from someone who lacked capacity at the time of donating. Such 
donations must be returned. 

• A donation of more than £100 is made by credit/debit card in response to an appeal by a 
professional fundraiser or commercial participator in the course of a radio or television 
show, and a request for refund is made within the seven day ‘cooling off’ period. 

• Where the charity feels there is a moral obligation. 

• If large sums of money or property are involved, the trustees will request advice from the 
Charity Commission. 

 
Communications, advertising, promotion and visual materials 

• YMCA FG will never send communications that are indecent, grossly offensive or 
intended to cause distress or anxiety 

• YMCA FG will adhere to ASA rules on advertising or promoting alcohol. Specifically, 
alcohol consumption will not be promoted or glamourised. YMCA FG will not advertise 
alcohol discounts or bulk-buying promotions, and the promotion of activities including 
alcohol such as Fairthorne Food Festival must ensure that a minimum of 75% of the 
intended audience will be over 18 for any message containing information about alcohol. 

• All materials will include all legally required information about YMCA FG 

• Materials will not imply that money is for a restricted purpose when it may be used for a 
different purpose or for general funds. 

 

Third Party Fundraising 

YMCA FG will use only third party agencies which are considered trustworthy and which fit with 
our organisational ethics. Third party agencies must be approved by the organisation’s lead for 
fundraising. Examples of third party agencies are Donorbox, Give as You Live, Just Giving, 
PayPal Giving Fund, and Virgin Money Giving.  

 

Fundraising with Partners 

YMCA FG will work with partners to undertake fundraising, such as businesses, other charities, 

and community groups. In doing so, YMCA FG will progress relationships where the partner: 

• Has a mission or business model which is relevant to our communities 

• Carries out its day-to-day work in a way which benefits our communities 

• Demonstrates values which fit those of YMCA FG 

• Wishes to provide a tangible fundraising benefit to YMCA FG.  

Suitability of new partners will be assessed by one or more members of the director team and 

escalated to CEO and/or board if reputational risk is identified. A central list of partners will be 

managed by the fundraising team and reviewed regularly. 
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Legacies  

YMCA FG will carry out campaigns and marketing to receive legacy income. We will employ or 
engage a specialist in the area to carry out the work, ensuring: 

• Legacy fundraisers do not provide legal advice. 

• YMCA does not act as executor for any estate. 

• Any case study will be obtained with consent from person responsible for the estate, if 
the testator cannot give permission. 

• Home visits are only be made in line with Fundraising Regulator guidance.  

• Fundraising staff are not allowed to accept personal legacies from supporters. 

• The cost of making a will is not be met by YMCA. 

• If we cannot meet the conditions of a legacy, advice will be sought from our solicitors 
and the Charity Commission. 

 

Data Protection and Consent 

YMCA FG’s data protection and information security policy and procedures will apply. 
Individuals on our databases will be explicitly asked for consent to be contacted for marketing 
and fundraising purposes. 

 
Fundraising Preference Services (FPS) 

YMCA FG does not meet the threshold to require registration but until then a voluntary 
registration will be maintained. 
 

Once an FPS request has been received, YMCA FG will remove the person from the selected 
direct marketing communications within 28 days of the request. YMCA FG will undertake no 
further direct marketing communication with the individual from the charity except where 
necessary for non-marketing reasons. Only if the individual proactively chooses to re-consent 
should communication recommence.  
 
YMCA FG will maintain a list of all FPS requests and ensuring that these requests are 
respected. 

 

Types of fundraising that YMCA FG does not undertake: 

• Lotteries 

• Direct Telephone Fundraising 

• House-to-house collections 

• Professional fundraisers or commercial participators. If professional fundraisers are 
contracted, it will be the responsibility of the Chief Finance Officer to ensure that relevant 
procedures are in place, including solicitation statements. 

 

 

 

 


